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feature overview. Advantages of a higher performance level.

The following table gives you a short overview of the additional benefits  
that higher performance levels offer thanks to advanced features.

primax: feature overview

primax: advantages of a higher   

performance level

Performance levels comparison

Main feature: primax SpeechMaster

7px‘ SpeechMaster has the complete set of 
premium features to orchestrate an effortless 
listening experience. Its full 48 channel 
processing is the underlying driver for the 
highest possible performance of the noise 
reduction, directionality and amplification. Its 
ultra-high resolution microphone technology 
with narrow directionality allows wearers to 
hear better than a normal hearing person in 
difficult environments**. Its noise reduction, 
using all channels at its disposal, provides 
comfortable hearing, even in the presence of 
wind. Amplification of speech in 48 channels is 
natural, comfortable and clear.

5px‘ SpeechMaster has a suit of high end 
features to orchestrate an effortless listening 
experience. Its premium 32 channel processing 
is the underlying driver for the performance of its 
noise reduction, directionality and amplification. 
Its high resolution microphone technology with 
narrow directionality provides focused speech 
understanding in noisy environments. Its noise 
reduction, using all channels at its disposal, 
provides comfortable hearing, even in the 
presence of wind. Amplification of speech in  
32 channels is natural, comfortable and clear.

3px‘ SpeechMaster has selected  features to 
orchestrate an effortless listening experience. 
Its premium 24 channel processing is the 
underlying driver for the performance 
of its noise reduction, directionality and 
amplification. Its high resolution microphone 
technology with narrow directionality provides 
effective speech understanding in noisy 
environments. Its noise reduction, using all 
channels at its disposal, provides comfortable 
hearing. Amplification of speech in 24 channels 
is natural, comfortable and clear.

Additional features only available in higher performance level

 - Spatial SpeechFocus 
 - eWindScreen binaural in universal mode
 - HD Music with 3 settings
 - Up to 12 kHz bandwidth

 - SpeechFocus 
 - Directional speech enhancement 
 - eWindScreen binaural in separate program

 - SpeechMaster 
 - TwinPhone 
 - HD Music with 1 setting
 - TruEar
 - Tinnitus ocean waves

Extra listening areas where these additional features provide advantages

 - Cocktail parties
 - High noise environments
 - Car with passengers all around
 - Performing music
 - Listening to live music
 - Listening to music at home

 - Noisy restaurants
 - Outdoors with strong wind
 - Car with passengers
 - Group meetings

 - Phone calls
 - Enjoying music
 - Tinnitus therapy
 - Busy restaurants

Listening situations where this performance level may be helpful 

** See legal note on final page in this document.
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Listening situations improved by advanced features:

Conversations Outdoor conversation Music

At home Meetings and conferences Restaurant

Phone calls/watching TV Car Social events

Features Information Performance levels

Audiology 7px 5px 3px

Signal processing and Gain/MPO Channels/Handles in Connexx 48/20 32/16 24/12

Hearing programs Maximum available 6 6 6

SpeechMaster

HD Music Number of preset programs 3 1 1

TwinPhone A, E Req. bilateral fitting & e2e wireless 3.0

EchoShield - -

Wireless CROS/BiCROS A, E Req. bilateral fitting & e2e wireless 3.0

Directionality Resolution in channels 48 32 24

Binaural OneMic directionality B Req. bilateral fitting & e2e wireless 3.0     - -

Narrow directionality A, C Req. bilateral fitting & e2e wireless 3.0             

Directional microphones C             

Spatial SpeechFocus A, C Req. bilateral fitting & e2e wireless 3.0     - -

SpeechFocus C         -

TruEar™ Req. BTE or RIC hearing aids             

Frequency compression

Extended bandwidth Up to 12 kHz - -

Feedback cancellation

eWindScreen binaural A, C, D Req. bilateral fitting & e2e wireless 3.0 -

eWindScreen Adjustment steps 3 3 1

Noise reduction Resolution in channels / Combined adjustment steps 48/5 32/5 24/3

Speech and noise management Individual adjustment steps 7 5 3

SoundSmoothing Individual adjustment steps 3 3 1

Directional speech enhancement C Individual adjustment steps 3 1 -

Adaptive streaming volume A Streaming only, req. easyTek & e2e wireless 3.0 - -

SoundBrilliance™ A Streaming only, req. easyTek & e2e wireless 3.0 -

Sound equalizer Number of classes 6 3 -

User controls, remote controls, streaming

touchControl App iOS and Android devices only

easyTek/easyPocket A Req. e2e wireless 3.0

Spatial Configurator A, C Req. bilateral fitting & e2e wireless 3.0 -

Span
Req. easyTek & easyTek App, touchControl App or  
rocker switch

-

Direction Req. easyTek & easyTek App -

SoundBalance™

Fitting

InSituGram

Learning/Data logging Number of classes 6/6 3/6 1/6

Acclimatization manager

Tinnitus

Tinnitus noiser

Static therapy signal (5 presets) Handles in Connexx 20 16 12

Ocean wave therapy signal (4 presets)

A) Not for Ace primax.   B) Only for hearing aids with one microphone each.   C) Only for hearing aids with two microphones each. 
D) Not available in the universal program on 5px.   E) Not for Motion S primax.
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